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The number of visitors in 2015 broke our
record - by a lot. The previous record was
7763 set in 2009 when the mill was open many
more days. That record was shattered this
year with a new high of 8383. That's an
increase of 620 visitors. Why? Good weather?
State mandated later school start dates? Tour
guide Alex often opening the mill early? More
travelers finding the mill on the Internet?
Another reason for high attendance was
that the fall didn’t want to end. We were open
an additional and unannounced weekend in
October and 311 visited. Schools from West
Liberty and Davenport came for a day of
learning. We hosted 3 tour groups but had to
turn down a fourth group. A senior citizens
group from northeast Iowa came. Some of
them are involved with Motor Mill. A large
group of women associated with the University
of Iowa visited. A large number of students
from Muscatine’s Central Middle School were
given a demonstration and a talk about
animals. They came to help park staff tear out
the deteriorated deck in front of the mill.
Good things have been happening at the
park. This summer Cody Brothersen joined
the park staff as Park Technician. It is a
pleasure working with Cody and Ranger Gwen
Prentice. When you come next year you may
see a new deck in front of the mill. The deck
had deteriorated and became a safety hazard.
The new sidewalk to the mill has been a
popular addition.
Major progress was made on the log cabin
thanks to the restoration crew and others. You
will read elsewhere in this newsletter about
what was finished and what is planned for next
year. I want to thank the many people who
helped during the long process of rebuilding

By Tom Hanifan

it. The park staff was a big help by widening
the access from the parking lot to the cabin
allowing trucks to access the site. A special
thanks to students at Durant High School who
spent a morning helping us clean up the cabin
site.
There is a need for more interpreters. Do
you know of someone who has historic skills
they would like to demonstrate to children
during school visits to the park? Skills such
as open pit cooking, old time tools, butter
making, nature hikes, or old time games. We
are also looking for individuals to help us
interpret the mill to families and tourists in the
summer. In an effort to find new volunteers
we had a booth at the “volunteer fair”
organized by the Leadership Muscatine
program. We visited with several potential
volunteers.
Our decision to cancel the Ghosts of Pine
Creek fall event was a wise move. In a year
of low donations we wanted to assure that we
used our limited funds to keep the mill open
for families and travelers.
The record
attendance proved that it was a good idea.
I want to thank the park staff and the many
volunteers who helped make the trail run a
success.
In the promotion arena two unusual things
happened this fall. First, the Cedar Rapids
Gazette newspaper visited to do a story about
the mill for their newspaper and their Web
presence. Many visitors from the Cedar
Rapids area came because of the publicity.
Second, Davenport’s NBC affiliate KWQC shot
a video about the Missel family and the mill.
The Missels were the last owners of the mill.
You can watch the video thru our Web site.

Restoration Report

The restored double roller mill with
the safety covers installed.

Clarence Klauer and Dick Stolenburg
are repairing the three roller mill.

Jerry Kieth is repairing the bail slots in
the mini-mill runner stone.

Our pulley machine on its way to its
new home at Dick Clevenger’s farm
west of Letts, Iowa.
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The last few months most of our
efforts at Pine Mills have been to
complete as much as possible of the
log cabin before it became too cold to
work. Along with work at the cabin we
have been doing the usual
maintenance work at the mill. Through
the efforts of our volunteers we were
able to get a great deal of work done.
First some good news. For the
last few years Tom Meeker has
allowed us to store our pulley turning
machine at the old W.T. Grant building
on Second Street in downtown
Muscatine. Tom sold the building to
a Chinese organization this summer
causing us to find a new home for our
machine. At the last minute one of our
pioneer
FOM
members
Dick
Clevenger volunteered to store our
pulley turning machine at his home in
rural Letts, Iowa. Meeker’s staff
helped us to load the machine on
Dick’s trailer and it is now in one of his
buildings. Now that we have easy
access to the machine we may start
building new wood flat belt pulleys
again. We owe Dick a big thank you
for his help.
This spring we completed the
installation of a new electric motor for
powering the steam engine separately
from the rest of the mill. The system
is designed so that the new motor that
powers the steam engine starts only
after the rest of the mill is running and
when it does start it slowly builds up
in speed. This greatly reduces the
demand for electric current eliminating
the problem of the circuit breaker
tripping
Our restoration of the south
double roller mill in the flour milling
plant has been a success as well. The
mill had almost no mechanical
problems and other than a good
cleaning needed little work to get
running again. Building the wood and
plastic safety covers for it that was
another story. We had to build two
separate safety covers one for each
side of the machine to protect visitors

By David Metz

from the moving belts and pulleys on
the sides of the mills. Once the frames
were completed they had to painted
and glazed with clear plastic. Once
completed we put the mill into motion
and since then it has functioned
perfectly.
Down in the basement we finally
came up with a permanent solution to
all of problems with the boiler feed
pump. For years it self primed itself
with no problems. Then due to some
unknown factor it would no longer hold
prime. When we investigated we
found cracked fittings that let air into
the system along with clogs from the
muddy creek water. No matter what
we did the pump still would not hold
prime. Finally I said enough of this
and we installed a hidden electric
submersible pump that force primes
the feed pump whenever the mill
starts. So far this new system has
worked perfectly and our pump
problems are finally over.
Through our efforts the mill’s
machinery has become much more
dependable over the last year. The
biggest improvement has been the
installation of the new electric motor
that independently drives the steam
engine. The new motor eliminated the
large surge of current that sometimes
occurred when we used just one motor
to power the entire mill and the
possibility of tripping the main motor’s
circuit breaker.
The system is
designed so that the new motor that
powers the steam engine starts only
after the rest of the mill is running and
when it does start it slowly builds up
in speed. This greatly reduces the
demand for electric current eliminating
the problem of the circuit breaker
tripping
At the mill something is always
breaking or on the verge failing. It is
the nature of the 19th century
machinery and something that we will
always have to live with. I often
imagine that Hermann Huchendorf,
one of the mill’s owners, must have

Continued on the Next Page

Restoration Report Continued
walked around the mill all day with an oil can in one hand and
a wrench in the other. For example the mini-mill in the kid’s
section had problems with its bail, the metal device that the
runner stone is suspended on. The bail broke free of the
stone twice, next spring I plan to cut the slots the bail sits in
deeper and cement the bail in place instead of using epoxy.
This year we have tried to remember to open the penstock
gate on Tuesdays to keep mud from building up in the turbine
pit. One Tuesday we forgot to close the gate, later during the
week there occurred a heavy rain storm causing one of Pine
Creek’s storied high waters. The next week we found the
penstock inlet grating completely clogged with storm debris
that had to be cleaned out. To do this one of us has to climb
down a ladder tied to the railing above the inlet and attach a
come-a-long hoist to the grating, somewhat of an acrobatic
act I might add. Once secured to the hoist the grating has to
be lifted out of the water to be cleaned. Next year I plan to
look into a better way to clean the grating.

rollers to clear jams broke rendering the machine unusable.
Fortunately a local industrial service company donated the
specialized welding service needed to repair the casting.
Once we had the machine reassembled we had to tram
the rollers. Tram is an old miller’s term meaning the act of
placing the surfaces of two rollers in a mill perfectly parallel
with each other. If not done correctly either one side of the
rollers will touch (not good) or one side will pass poorly ground
grist wasting corn. Clarence Klauer took on the tedious task
of putting the mill’s three rollers back into tram. Using feeler
gauges to check the gap between the rollers he got them into
proper adjustment again.

Our three roller corn mill required some serious attention
this summer. The cast iron lever that is used to spread the

Sadly none of our old machines come with instruction
manuals. One of the restoration crew’s tasks is to first reverse
engineer the mill’s machines to learn how they work. Next we
have to learn how to maintain and adjust the machine once
we have it working again. Finally what we have learned must
be documented so what we have learned will not be lost and
can be passed along to the next generation that operates Pine
Mills. The documentation is an ongoing and very worthwhile
task.

2015 Trail Run

Pine Mill Book now Available

By Tom Hanifan

Congratulations to the winners of the 2015 Wildcat Den
5K run/walk - Peggy Bailey from Muscatine and Phllip Falk
from Conesville. 71 finished the beautiful but challenging
route. Including an expectant mother who was 8 months
along. As you can see in the photo the race is a fun time as
well as a physical challenge. For a complete listing of
finishers and to see photos go to the Muscatine Running Club
Web site at:
http://www.machlink.com/~muscatinerunning
club/index.htm
The race is an important fund raiser for us as well as a
way to bring more people into the Park. Over $600 was
raised. In addition participants donated $350. We suspect
that they donate to the mill because of their participation in
the race. An interesting bit of information is that about 50%
of participants registered through an Internet registration
service that we provide.

After ten years of work by David Metz his book Pine
Creek Grist Mill its History, Technology and Restoration is
now available. The book tells the history of the mill with
heavy emphasis on how the mill operated and restoration
techniques used by the Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill.
Published in Great Britain by TIMS, The International
Molinological Society it is the twenty second book in their
series on historic mills. BM-22 as TIMS calls it is soft bound,
has 196 pages and is printed in color on high quality paper.
Information and a review of the book can be found on
the TIMS web page http://www.molinology.org The book
will be stocked in the United States in limited numbers. To
order contact Mr. Charles Yeske, cjyeske44@yahoo.com
The price of the book is $40 plus shipping. Or you can
contact David at davemetz@machlink.com or 563-263-4222.
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Log Cabin Progress

By David Metz

In July the restoration crew shifted gears and began
work on the Friends log cabin project. Our aim being to keep
the crew active with a major project and getting the cabin
completed as much as possible during what remained of the
2015 season. All of the really hard work on the cabin had
already been completed, what the cabin needed now is the
finishing detail work such as the doors and windows. Like
almost every project that I thought would be easy and fast,
the cabin presented us with its own particular challenges.
The first thing we did at the cabin was the installation
of a mantle over the fireplace. A few weeks earlier while
searching for lumber in our storage container behind the park
office we found a very nice walnut 2 X 8 that looked to be just
the right length for the mantle. We wanted to keep some of
the rough character of the wood so we gave it only a light
dressing with our planer and a coat of linseed oil.
As usual for me I came up with a complicated and
perhaps not a very good way of fastening the mantle to the
fireplace’s stone. Fortunately Dick Klauer had installed many
mantles during his long career as a home builder and he
quickly showed us all the right way to do it. Dick’s method
used short sections of half inch steel concrete reinforcing rod
as nails. One end of the rod got driven into the edge of the
mantle; the other end went into a matching hole in the stone.
Seeing as we had to drive the mantle into place using sledge
hammers I don’t think it is going anywhere soon.
A complex problem we had to tackle was making a water
proof connection between the roof and the chimney. First the
roof where it meets up with the chimney could not be finished
until the last of the chimney had been completed. Work on
the chimney had stalled due to a back injury that Gary
Christenson had suffered earlier in the year. Gary like the
rest of us wanted to get the chimney completed so the roof
could be closed up as soon as possible. As I have personally
found out the hard way sometimes you just can’t physically
do everything you want to.
After discussing the problem with Gary and at our regular
Friends meeting we made the decision to hire a professional
mason to complete the
chimney. I contacted
Austin Honts about the
work, his firm had done
work on the mill dam in
the past and he knew
about the work the
Friends did.
Austin
offered to complete the
chimney for the cost of
his helper’s wages. He
donated his labor and the
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The Honts crew
completing the
cabin chimney

Clarence and Dick Klauer are hammering the mantel
into place above the fireplace.
materials to the Friends. Over Labor Day weekend Austin
and his crew completed the chimney for us.
Once the chimney had been completed Gary with his
brother’s help completed the roof and installed the copper
flashing that joined the roof to the chimney making a water
proof seal. They then removed the scaffolding that had been
used to build the chimney.
While this work
went on down at the
mill we started
building the cabin’s
two doors and its
window
frames.
Gary Christenson
requested that the
doors and windows
be made from cedar
wood.
His
reasoning
being
that
cedar
is
naturally
rot
resistant and it
Dick Klauer is squaring up
would require little
the cabin door frame.
maintenance
in
future years. The only problem we had was finding a lumber
yard that had enough decent quality cedar lumber on hand to
do the project. Thankfully Gary had found that Dickensons in
Blue Grass had what we needed. Even better they carried
excellent quality lumber and when we exhausted their supply
they happily custom ordered additional lumber for us.
Once we started building the doors and frames again
Dick Klauer’s long experience as a carpenter proved vital to
our success. He knew all the little tricks needed to get things
to fit together the way they should. To make the doors wind
proof we used a lap joint between each board and glued the

joints as well. A “Z” brace and a
wooden latch completed each
door.
The cabin windows were
the next problem that got tackled.
Unlike a modern house you
simply cannot buy standard
windows to fit a log cabin. Not
only are the windows odd sized,
they must have a historic
appearance. When the cabin
was originally built in 1857 there
were sash and door factories
operating in nearby Muscatine,
Iowa. I feel pretty confident that
the cabin’s original builder simply
Photo Credit Mr. Gary Christensen
hitched up his horse and wagon;
went to and bought the cabins
windows. What exactly the windows were like we have no
way of knowing. We did have the example of the remains of
the sashes that were found in the Old Stone Church when
restoration work started there. The sashes were simple, had
wide mullions and were fastened together at the corners with
wooden pegs. We incorporated these design elements into
our plans for the window sashes.
The solution to the window problem fortunately was
right inside of our organization. Long time member Dick
Clevenger is an expert cabinet maker with a well equipped
wood shop. Dick volunteered to build the sashes for us using
the frames we had made as a sizing guide. Dick made the
window sashes from cedar to match the doors on the cabin.
When the sashes were completed they were taken to Hills
Paint Store to be glazed.

a filler log had to be added at the top of the opening. Clarence
Klauer and Dick Stodenburg took on this project. First they
found a discarded log left over from the cabin’s construction.
The day we worked on this project it rained all day so we had
to move our table saw into the cabin making for a very
crowded working space. To make the filler log look like it
belonged above the window Clarence and Dick first cut it into
sections. They then reassembled the pieces so they had the
same dimensions as the missing log section. Once completed
the filler log is barely noticeable.

Gary had warned us that the window opening on the
south side of the cabin was so high that if shutters were fitted
the cabin eves would prevent them from opening. To fix this

Clarence Klauer and Dick Stodenburg are cutting down
the filler log on a rainy day.

Dick Clevenger at his shop showing the completed
window sashes.

The most time consuming part of our work on the cabin
this fall was the trim installation. We wanted the cabin to be
as wind and rain tight as possible, this meant that all of the
gaps between the doors and windows and the logs had to be
filled in. By its very nature a log cabin is going to be a very
rough uneven structure. The walls and the openings in them
cannot be expected to be perfectly plumb like a modern frame
home. Getting the doors plumb so they will open and close
easily took a lot of care and shim work. Once in place the trim
had to be carefully cut to match up to the surface of the logs.
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Cabin Progress Continued

Once the trim had been installed we followed up by
caulking all of the seams and cracks. We used a gray colored
caulk that matched the color of the logs. So far no finish has
been applied to the new wood. Gary Christensen made the
suggestion that we allow the new wood to weather over the
winter so it better matches the natural gray color of the old
logs. Once the new wood has weathered a clear sealer will
be applied.

community service work each year. He volunteered that he
would organize a group of his class mates to come to the park
and clean up the cabin site. I organized the clean up day for
a Saturday morning. Gary Christenson supervised the sorting
out of useful items from the debris and Tom Hanifan assisted
and his wife brought out the sandwiches to feed the kids lunch.
We had a dozen volunteers including parents. Using our
new road to the cabin we trucked out our antique cement
mixer first. It is now stored behind the container at the park
office. Two Durant girls cleaned up all of the spilled mortar
left over from the chinking of the cabin logs. The boys first
cleaned up all the junk and then the stone and logs left over
from construction. All of the stone and other useful materials
were neatly stacked at the rear of our property for future use.
Some of the larger pieces of stone we used to build steps
outside of the north door. The rest got used to build two
benches on the north and south side of the cabin.

Dick Stoldenburg and Mitch White are installing the
cabin’s north window frame.
Fabricating the shutters for the windows came next. By
now we had a lot of short pieces of cedar lumber left over and
this material went into building the shutters. Installing the
shutters went fast and easy since the window frames were
perfectly square.
With the doors and windows installed the cabin started to
look ready to use. The area around the cabin like any
construction site looked awful, piles of stone, mortar chunks
and old lumber and other junk laid all over the place. Not
being in any kind of physical shape to lift heavy debris (well
none of us are) I began to look for a solution to the clean up
problem. It appeared just when we needed it in the form of
an email from Jeremy Abels, a high school student from
Durant, Iowa. Jeremy came to us looking for an Eagle Scout
project that he could do for Pine Mills. Not having anything
of that nature for him he then suggested another way he could
help us.
Jeremy’s high school principal had initiated a new
program where each student had to do twenty hours of
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Two of the volunteers from Durant High School
cleaning up all the mortar debris from around the cabin.
Stacked near our road to the cabin was a large pile of old
lumber covered with a tarp. The lumber had begun to rot so
we decided to dispose of it. Gary cut the boards into
manageable lengths and all of it and the rest of the debris got
trucked to the park burn pile behind the park office. When we
got done with the clean up the burn pile had grown quite a bit!
Once we had the cabin site cleaned up it looked very nice,
the cabin is something for our group to be very proud of. While
it is complete enough right now to be used for our school
program it needs more work and furnishings. When spring
comes are first task as always is to get the mill open and
running. When that is done work will resume on the cabin.
We need to complete the following:

By David Metz

1. Install the loft
2. Build a ladder to the loft
3. Add a small porch and ramp on the south side door for
ADA access to the cabin.
4. Have the floor installed. The floor will be a synthetic
material that when completed will look like wood.
This brings us to furnishing the cabin. Right now all we
have in the cabin is a broken table. The table is the right size
and appearance so the plan is to repair it and use it. So far
we have had donated for the cabin a kerosene lamp, a coffee
grinder, an assortment of cast iron cookware and two pieces
of crockery.
To give the cabin the appearance of having someone live in
it we need the following:
1. At least two wood chairs
2. Some kitchen ware such as cups and plates.
3. A cupboard, some shelves and maybe a small dresser.
4. A rope bed with a mattress.
5. A wood wash tub and a wash board.

In the 1850’s all of these items with perhaps the
exception of the bed would have been commercially made.
Our Pine Mills pioneer would have purchased his furnishings
in nearby Muscatine. Nothing fancy, just simple things every
home on the frontier would have had to have for survival.
Local arborist David Cooney has suggested to us that
the cabin would have had some fruit trees surrounding it.
There would have been an apple and a pear tree and a grape
arbor. He has offered to supply us with heritage variety trees
and assist with the planting. The grapes would have been the
still popular Concords a tough disease resistant variety still
popular today.
There is one more essential item we have not
discussed. Our pioneer cabin would have had what the
people of the time called the necessary, that is an outhouse.
Perhaps we should consider building a non-functional replica
at the rear of the property like the one by Melpine School.
After all, we would not want our pioneer doing what was
necessary out in the woods scaring the wild life.

Old Mill Advertisements
Again we bring you some old mill advertisements from Kansas.
Below is the Kansas cowboy, cigarette in one hand, six shooter
in the other ready to shoot you if you don’t buy his flour.

I never dreamed they had Polar Bears in Kansas
in 1899. This must have been the flour of choice
for arctic explorers of the time.
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The Early Industries of Muscatine

By David Metz

A Bird’s Eye View of Muscatine, Iowa in the Late 1800’s
While researching the history of Pine Creek Grist Mill
the question came to my mind, “how and why did the city of
Muscatine develop the way it did?” My earlier research had
shown me that Muscatine (to my surprise) had been a flour
milling center. It also became a major supplier of lumber, a
shipping center and later the worlds largest supplier of pearl
buttons. How did this all come about?
Sadly there are few records of Muscatine County’s
early industries. When I began my research at first I discovered a few old photographs of some of the flour and saw
mills. With more effort I found a few newspaper articles,
entries in city directories, atlases and fire maps. Different
editions of county histories published over the last 150 years
filled in some gaps, as did locally written community histories.
The main lesson that I took away from my research is that
since its founding up though 1900 (my cut off date) Muscatine
has gone through several stages of industrialization, as one
industry faded away another grew to take its place. In every
case the towns location on the river had been a major factor.
Muscatine’s Geography
Before proceeding further it would be wise to describe
the peculiar geography of Muscatine to those readers not
familiar with the city. The early settlers were attracted to this
location because Papoose and Mad creeks had cut down
through the high bluff that rose above the western bank of the
river. The bluffs along this stretch of the Mississippi River
impeded the early settlers easy access to the river below that
provided them with transportation for their products.

the mouth of Papoose Creek to the prairie above. The result
became a city partly laid out on a rational grid and partly on
Indian trails. To further complicate the town’s geography over
the centuries the small creeks that led down to the river had
cut a system of deep ravines throughout the land that became
Muscatine.
In the mid 1880’s Papoose Creek zigzagged right
through the downtown business district to where it emptied
into the river. A variety of wood and metal bridges allowed
the towns people to cross it. A few stores even had
footbridges that crossed the creek to allow entrance to their
front doors. Sometime before 1899 the city began directing
the creek through a storm sewer and covered it over. This
work extended from the creek’s mouth on the Mississippi to
about eleven blocks west converting the stream into what is
today basically a storm sewer. Mad Creek to the east, (named
for its propensity for severe flash floods) remains an open
channel. Being located to the east of the business district no
one saw a need to bury it.
The Mississippi River also adds its own element of
confusion to those trying to understand the geography of the
town. Ask anyone outside of this area and they will swear on
a stack of bibles that the river runs north to south. On the
main it does, however just to maintain the visitors level of
confusion, from Davenport (located east of Muscatine) to
Muscatine the river runs from due east to due west! Once
reaching the borderline of the district known as “South

The creeks that cut down the bluff at Muscatine’s
location made a flat plain between them at the point where
they emptied into the Mississippi River. The bisected bluff
formed two “hills” on the flat prairie land above the river.
These two areas are called east and west hill to this very day.
At their outlets the creeks formed a plain that made both an
ideal steamboat landing and a good site right on the river bank
for a town.
The area’s Indians had followed these creeks down
the bluff to the river from the prairie above for centuries. The
early settlers followed suit, laying out their roads to follow the
Indian trails. Over the years these tracks became Muscatine’s
major streets, radiating out from the steamboat landing near
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This 1857 photograph of steamboats loading at the
Keokuk, Iowa landing gives an idea of what the port of
Muscatine was like in that year.

Muscatine,” the river makes a perfect right angle turn to travel
due south.
The Mississippi added another confusing piece of
geology to Muscatine. At one time it had meandered further
west from its present bed. This resulted in the bluff being cut
back leaving a broad flat low lying plain between the high bluff
and the river. This area of land bordering on the south side
of Muscatine became known as the “Island” due to its being
cut off from Muscatine proper by an old ox-bow lake. Old
maps of Muscatine Island from the 1800’s show this ox-bow
called “Keokuk Lake.” Today only a tiny remnant of this once
large ox-bow, called the “slough” remains in the south side of
the city. The Island soil is quite different from the rich clay
soils of the plains above the bluff. The soils on the Island are
made up of loose sand and gravel. With irrigation they
produce large crops of vegetables, the Island being widely
known for its watermelons and sweet corn.

If it were possible to peer back at Muscatine during
the mid 1800’s, and get a view from the air, you would see
that most of the town’s industry consisted of relatively small
shops and factories. Only a few of the streets had any paving,
most were dirt. There were no automobiles and few people
owned buggies. Typically the homes in the older residential
neighborhoods had a stable for the family horses at the rear
of their property setting directly on an alley. There were
commercial livery stables located throughout the town.
As you walked the rough streets of Muscatine, you
would see wagons of lumber and farm produce passing
through. You might even see a farmer driving a herd of pigs
down the street to the Pork House located on the river front
for packing. In the days before widespread refrigeration
salting the meat and “packing” it into wooden barrels at the
river front Pork House” preserved the pork. Thus even today
long after the wooden barrel of salt pork has vanished; meat
processing plants are still called “packers.” The packed
barrels were taken right across front street to waiting steam
boats for shipment to eastern markets.
Most of Muscatine’s gristmills and small factories
were clustered near the river in what is now the downtown
district. Retail, manufacturing and private homes sat side by
side along the dirt streets. Most of these commercial buildings
followed the same basic design. They were long and narrow
with a high front tapering lower to the rear. The high front,
often decorated with pediments on the roof and fancy arched
windows gave the buildings the appearance of being larger
and somewhat grander than they really were.
For commercial buildings the town’s businessmen
preferred brick. To supply them Muscatine had several brick
yards. They mined the clay right in the city limits. The bricks
that resulted from the local clay were considered soft bricks;
their poor quality was more than offset by their availability and
cheap price.

Commercial Life on Front Street in the 1860’s.
The building to the right on Pine Street (left of Bennett’s
Mill) was the Pork House. Note the huge piles of
lumber stored on Pine Street and the amount of debris
on the dirt streets.
Muscatine Counties Industrial Development
The overall impression is that during the 1800’s
Muscatine could have been called “the town of many mills.”
It is difficult to divide them between sawmills and gristmills as
a few, particularly in the early days, did both jobs as needed.
As with Benjamin Nye, the early developers of the mills in
Muscatine faced the problem of motive power. Lacking a
stream with the flow of Pine Creek, they tried the local creeks
and other small tributaries of the Mississippi as well as wind
power were tried and for the most part found all wanting.

Since no steel work was used in the construction of
these buildings, the floors were supported directly by placing
the joists into notches set into the brick wall. In the center of
the joists some buildings used wood posts for support, others
used cast iron pillars. Some narrow buildings simply spanned
the width of the building with a single joist. Floors were of
wood and roofs were flat with a slope to the rear for drainage.
This type of construction had many advantages for
the business people that developed Muscatine. All of the
materials were easily available. Local quarries produced the
rough-cut limestone for the foundations. The town’s sawmills
produced the joists and flooring. Other local factories made
the doors and windows. The buildings were simple, cheap to
construct and so durable that many are still in use today.
Motive power for Muscatine’s early mill’s machinery
came from steam. Typically the mill would have a single story
engine room attached at the rear that contained the boiler and
Page
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mill engine. A visitor walking the streets of Muscatine
would

The Early Industries of Muscatine Continued

be impressed by the columns of black coal smoke coming
from the numerous boilers that powered the town in that
pre-electric age. Fires and boiler explosions were all too
common during the 1800’s; industrial safety was not what it
is today. Sadly a good deal of what we know today about the
flour mill of the 1800’s came from newspaper stories about
fires or boiler explosions that destroyed a mill.

Muscatine’s first year around direct contact with the
outside world came in 1844 when the first telegraph line
arrived. The importance of Muscatine as a commercial center
can be seen that the telegraph line came straight north from
St. Louis and then stopped at Muscatine. A message from
Muscatine to New York City cost $10 for ten words, allowing
for inflation that would be $100 in today’s currency.

The variety of industries found in Muscatine in the mid
1800’s is impressive. There were at least three breweries,
packing houses, canneries, farm machinery manufacturers,
lumber mills, foundries, machine shops, boiler works, harness,
saddle and wagon works to serve the businessman and
farmer. You can see a perfect economic chain forming here,
the creeks produced an ideal steamboat landing. Iowa’s
productive soil allowed profitable farming. The agricultural
production of the region funneled into Muscatine where the
town’s industries processed it (packing, milling and canning)
and the finished products were easily shipped out on the
river.

The railroad arrived in Muscatine in 1857 giving the
town year around transport for the first time. Year by year the
Rock Island line had been building track heading west from
Davenport. The town of Wilton Junction got the Junction part
of its name due to it being the place where the branch line
that ran south to Muscatine joined the main line there.
The Sanborn Fire Maps
A good deal of what is known about Muscatine’s early
industry I found in the Sanborn Fire Maps. The maps were
compiled to inform insurance underwriters of the state of fire
danger (and protection) of individual business properties in a
community. The maps give brief details of the contents of
buildings that are fire prone. The town’s gristmills and stables
having flammable contents boilers and explosive dust are well
covered on the maps.
There are Sanborn maps for Muscatine, Iowa for the
years 1883, 1888, 1892, 1899, 1905, 1912, 1928 and 1946.
The maps tell us that in 1883 (the earliest date available)
Muscatine had a population of 11,000 people. Of great
importance for fire insurance underwriters was the town’s
water supply. The city pumped its water directly (and
untreated) from the Mississippi River by means of a pump
house that sat on the riverfront in the downtown district. The
steam powered pumps could supply the city with up to
3,000,000 gallons of water per day. From the pumps the water
filled an open wooden reservoir located at the towns high point
on “west hill” in what is now a city park on West Forth Street.
Young boys would climb over the top of the wood tank to go
swimming in the town’s drinking water. Water mains from the
reservoir then distributed the water by gravity to the city.

Muscatine’s first water works pumped raw water right
from the Mississippi River. The star shaped brick smoke
stack was typical of the town’s steam power plants. Note
the river front grain elevator behind the water works.
While the river gave the city easy access to the rest
of the eastern United States and the deep south, it did freeze
over every winter stopping all shipping in and out of the city
until the spring thaw. For example retailers of the time would
advertise that they had just received their winter supply of
heating stoves. They advised their customers to buy early for
there would be no more stoves (or much of anything else) in
stock until the spring thaw when river traffic resumed. During
the long Iowa winter the mail came by stage coach from
Davenport on the days when the snow did not block the road.
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Muscatine once had a grand railroad depot served by
the Rock Island Line. It demolished to allow Front
Street to be widened.

The generosity of donors makes it possible for us to host visitors and
provide our school program. Since the last newsletter many people and
businesses have contributed to our efforts. We would like to see your
name added to the list. In addition to those listed below, many people
have donated important smaller amounts.
WHEAT LEVEL $1500 +
Holthues Trust
Muscatine Charities golf
tournament
CORN LEVEL $500-$999
New Hope Foundation
Kent Corp.
BUCKWHEAT LEVEL $300$499
University of Iowa women’s group
RYE LEVEL $100-$299
Richard & Janice Stoltenberg
Robert & Nancy Varner

Martin & Whitacre Surveyors
Elsie Paul
Tony Carl
Bryan Walton
Arnie & Judy Sohn
Doug Buchele
Dell Wagner
Mark & Marie Latta
Pat & George Hahn
Doug Schutte
OAT LEVEL $50-$99
Clayton County OWLS
Richard & Alice Witter
Gary & Sheryl Carlson

The Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill Newsletter
Our newsletter needs a constant supply of new material to keep it
interesting and relevant. We need your story ideas, photographs and
articles to keep the newsletter coming to our readers. If you have
something, a story of your own to tell, please contact the editor:
David Metz E-mail: davemetz@machlink.com
Phone: 563-263-4222

The Friends of the Pine Creek Grist
Mill officers are:
David Metz edits your newsletter,
contact him if you have any questions
about or material for the newsletter.
Mr. Tom Hanifan, President
Tomhanifan@yahoo.com
563-263-4818
Mr. David Metz, Vice President
Davemetz@machlink.com
563-263-4222
Mrs. Heather Shoppa, Vice President
hshoppa@yahoo.com
563-571-5213
Mrs. Gladys Mittman, Tres.
Gmittman@machlink.com
563-263-2451

Pine Crist Mill is on the web and
FaceBook! Get downloads of our
publications and see photos of
the latest happenings. See us at:
www.pinecreekgristmill.com

Donation Form
Name __________________________________________________________
Organization ____________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________ State _________________
Zip ________________ Dates you wish to sponsor ____________________
Person you wish to honor _________________________________________

Make your check payable to:
Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill
Mail it to:
Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill
C/O Mr. Tom Hanifan
Box 1205
Muscatine, Iowa 52761

Amount Donated $ _______________________________________________

The Friends Need Your Help
The Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill is a volunteer organization. To do the many programs we have like this
newsletter, school programs, fund raising, restoration and more we need more help. If the Friends are to continue we
need more active members. Regardless of your prior experience there is something for you to. How much time and
energy you devote is up to you. This is your chance to help your organization. Our projects are fun and the fellowship
with other members is great. Contact Tom Hanifan or Dave Metz (contact information is above) if you are interested.
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The Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill
Pine Creek Grist Mill is located in Wildcat Den State Park in Muscatine County one
mile north of highway 22 between Muscatine and Davenport, Iowa.

The mission of the Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill is to restore, operate and maintain the
Mill and to share the historical significance of the site through educational programs, public tours
and events.
The Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill Membership

Pine Creek Grist Mill is on the
web! Get downloads of all
of our publications past and
present.
See us at:
www.pinecreekgristmill.com

2016 Membership
Membership is only $20.00 per year. Your membership includes
One year membership in the Friends
Newsletter three times a year
An opportunity to learn about and participate in a local historic treasure
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ____________________________ State ______________ Zip _________

Follow what’s
happening at Pine Creek
Grist Mill on:

facebook

Phone number (_________)_____________________
E-Mail address _______________________________
Send this application and your check to: FOM C/O Mrs. Gladys Mittman
2906 Provence Lane
Muscatine, Iowa 52761

